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PiSA sales Document Management
Create, structure and use documents

CRM processes would not be feasible without an efficient document management. That is why the PiSA sales CRM features its own integrated document management with classic DMS functions such as import of documents and document folders from your hard disc, full-text search, version
management, document structures, and the editing of documents directly
from the CRM system through integrated Office linkup and an independent layout management. Data consistency is safeguarded by an integrated
duplication-check function, read-write synchronization for team processes,
and a status-controlled validity-check function. A multi-level access concept
ensures information security and data protection.
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Classifying and structuring documents
In the PiSA sales CRM, your documents are organized as intuitively as they would be in a
usual filing system. The system allows you to arrange and maintain document structures for
each of your document tabs such as those attached to customers, to processes (quotes, orders, campaigns, service tickets, etc.) or to project folders in any desired level of complexity
using the drag-and-drop function.
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Workflow, status, and version management
oo
presentation of document lifecycles via their status (e.g. in development, approved,
non-current, archived)
oo
validity period for approved documents
oo
version management with automatic versioning in the event of status changes, version history in document root, and automatic display of current version in docu-		
ment selections

quick document editing direct in the customer or process record
organization of folder/document structures into any number of levels
importing of folder trees from file systems using drag-and-drop, exports via the 		
snapshot function
choice of presentation as a tree or list structure
simple reorganization using drag-and-drop

Document check-in and check-out
oo
check-in/check-out functions in document root
oo
save Microsoft Office documents directly to the PiSA sales CRM
oo
attachments of synchronized e-mails are archived automatically in the document 		
management
oo
check in documents and document folders from file system per drag-and-drop
oo
save whole web pages from your Internet browser to PiSA sales CRM using „HTML
2sales“
oo
generate documents from the PiSA sales CRM and file them in the database (e.g. 		
customer data sheets, quotes, reports from the PiSA sales Report Center)
oo
automatic duplication check at the time of any check-in transaction
oo
snapshot function for activities and document filing, etc., to customer or process 		
records in the file system

The PiSA sales CRM also allows predefined document structures basing on a workflow to
be made automatically available. This will ensure that all your staff members use complete and up-to-date data stocks and uniform document layouts (when preparing quotes, for
example) and that they do not forget to attach standard documents (e.g. terms of business
or contract paperwork) to their correspondence with customers.



Viewing and editing documents
oo
one-click preview function
oo
Office interface: Office documents may be edited directly in the PiSA sales CRM and
then saved back to Office
oo
automatic locking for editing
oo
reservation after check-out: documents may be edited outside of the CRM system,
with access temporarily blocked for other users until the document is checked in 		
again

Quick document location
In the PiSA sales CRM, documents are all closely linked to the CRM data contained in your
system. Attachments to synchronized e-mails, for example, will always be allocated to the
right contact person, and a quote will always be allocated to the right process. These n:m
links enable you to quickly locate all the documents pertaining to a particular context. The
PiSA sales CRM additional-ly offers a high-performance full-text search engine that will initiate searches across all data contained in the system, including the content of all documents.
It allows you to perform the kind of keyword searches you are accustomed to in connection
with conventional Internet search engines. The found text passages will be highlighted in a
preview window.

Simple document publication
oo
integrated function for the PDF conversion of Word documents, for example
oo
PDF document creation using either the integrated report engine or any other PDFcreation tool
Document classification and structuring
oo
adaptable document classification, e.g. by type of document (quote, product data
sheet, press release, etc.) or type of application (sales, marketing, service, etc.)
oo
creation and maintenance of folder and document structures
oo
provision of document portfolios to other staff members

Document storage
oo
central storage of document attributes and the document file in the database
oo
compressed storage in the database (zip) possible
oo
deposit of document file alternatively in the file system possible
oo
management of any desired file format (Word, PowerPoint, Excel or PDF documents,
illustrations, graphics, etc.)
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Quick document location
oo
locating of context-relevant documents by means of auto-matic keyword tagging or
allocation to other CRM objects
oo
detailed verification of use in document root
oo
filter for targeted document search
oo
integrated full-text search engine
oo
access to documents can be given manually or automatically according to process
rights
Comprehensive process support
oo
centralized, administratively defined folders/documents within a process/workflow
(e.g. document “templates”, standard documents) or via document briefcases
oo
quick and simple document editing directly in a process without the need to switch
to the document root
oo
selectable document acceptance in connection with process transfers, e.g. transfer
ring a quote into an order
PiSA sales template management
PiSA sales document management allows you to also manage all your requisite document,
correspondence, and reporting templates (e.g. for accompanying letters or standardized
text passages for quotation). Specifically qualified staff members may then adapt standard
templates.
oo
separate template management
oo
simple functions for adoption of corporate design
oo
full editing capabilities for layouts in Microsoft Word
oo
dynamic integration of information from any desired data field
oo
supported output formats: TXT, RTF, HTML, PDF, XLS
PiSA sales workgroup fileserver
If your employees are located at branch offices with a VPN connection to the central application server, you will be able to use the PiSA sales workgroup file server. This server will
oo
perform temporary local document storage
oo
reduce data volume (document transfers) between client and server
oo
disseminate revised documents/version updates.
PiSA sales DMS interface
If your business already uses a document management system, we can incorporate a PiSA
sales DMS interface which links document records in the PiSA sales CRM with the physical
documents/files maintained in your DMS.
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